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6 Abstract—Mobile device and application (app) security are increasing important, partly due to the constant and fast-paced cyberthreat

7 evolution. To ensure the security of communication (e.g., data-in-transit), a number of identity-based signature protocols have been

8 designed to facilitate authorization identification and validation of messages. However, in many of these protocols, a user’s private key

9 may leak when a new signature is generated since the private keys are stored on the device. Seeking to improve the security of the

10 private key, we propose a novel two-party distributed signing protocol for the IEEE P1363 standard in this paper. This protocol requires

11 two devices to separately store one part of the user’s private key, and allows these two devices to generate a valid signature without

12 revealing the entire private key of the user. We formally prove the security of the protocol in the random oracle model. Then, we

13 implement the protocol using the MIRACL library and evaluate the protocol on two Android devices. Compared with the protocol of

14 Lindell (CRYPTO’17) that uses zero-knowledge for its security, we demonstrate that our protocol is more suitable for deployment in the

15 mobile environment.

16 Index Terms—Two-party signature, mobile device, secure and efficient

Ç

17 1 INTRODUCTION

18 MOBILE device and application (app) popularity is per-
19 haps best illustrated by their market penetration rate.
20 According to a research released by the China Internet Net-
21 work Information Center in December 2016 [1], for example,
22 the number of mobile users in China is estimated to be 695
23 million, among them the number of Internet users has
24 increased by 95.1 percent compared to the corresponding
25 period of last year. A year later in December 2017, the num-
26 ber of mobile users in China has increased by 2.4 percent
27 compared to the year before [2]. This is not surprising,

28partly due to many technological trends (e.g., Internet of
29Things - IoT, mobile cloud, and mobile social networking)
30and advances in mobile technologies [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. For
31example, a recent Gartner research report [8] posited that:

32In the next stage of mobility, the mobile user will be
33increasingly enveloped in a growing “device mesh”
34the expanding set of endpoints people use to access
35applications and information or to interact with peo-
36ple, social communities, governments and busi-
37nesses. This will also involve an increasing number
38of devices (such as wearables, drones and the Inter-
39net of Things [IoT]), enabling technologies (such as
405G, wireless power and Bluetooth) and interface
41modalities (such as augmented and virtual reality
42and natural-language processing [NLP]).

43A typical mobile Internet architecture is shown in Fig. 1,
44where mobile (Internet-connected) devices can collect,
45transmit, process and store a wide range of data (e.g., envi-
46ronmental data, and personally identifiable information
47such as health data). To ensure the security of such signifi-
48cant amount of data, we have to also improve the security
49of mobile devices and apps.
50One of the challenges in designing security solutions, par-
51ticularly cryptographic solutions, is the diversity in mobile
52device hardware and software (e.g., operating system and
53apps) and their computing capabilities (e.g., some mobile
54devices have limited computation and storage capabilities)
55[9]. In a typical network, communications between mobile
56and other devices are subject to a broad range of attacks,
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57 varying from basic attacks to sophisticated advanced persis-
58 tent threat-type attacks [10], [11], [12]. Therefore, it is impor-
59 tant to verify the identity of themobile device and confirm the
60 validation of the message. To achieve this goal, we generally
61 rely on the technology of digital signature schemes [13], [14].
62 However, in the most schemes, the user’s private key is typi-
63 cally stored as a single file on the mobile device (i.e., single
64 point of attack) [15]. There is also the risk that the private key
65 can be obtained during the signature generation process, or
66 through the use ofmobile forensic techniques [16].
67 Threshold cryptography [17], [18], [19], [20] can potentially
68 be used to improve the security of the private key, by splitting
69 and distributing a single key into a number of shares/parts
70 that can then be stored on different devices (or for multiple
71 users). Threshold cryptography has been intensively studied
72 since the late 1980s [21], [22], [23], [24]. One common
73 approach is the t�out�of�n threshold secret sharing protocol
74 proposed by Shamir [25] and Blakley [26], where a single (pri-
75 vate) key is shared among n parties. This allows the recovery
76 of the private key with t or more shares, rather than all shares
77 in the original threshold cryptography-based approach. In
78 other words, to obtain the private key, an adversary has to
79 corrupt at least t parties or devices. In the context of this
80 paper, an adversary must corrupt all the devices in order to
81 reconstruct and obtain the private key. Such an approach can
82 be used in applications where generating a signature requires
83 multiple users to sign the message or a ciphertext should be
84 decrypted bymultiple users.
85 A known limitation in the t�out�of�n threshold secret
86 sharing protocol is that the (entire) private key can be recov-
87 ered during the signing or encryption phase. As the recov-
88 ered key is usually stored on the mobile devices (e.g.,
89 Android or iOS devices), any party who holds the recovered
90 private key can sign or encrypt message without requiring
91 the participation of other parties. Recently, Lindell [27]
92 designed a fast secure two-party ECDSA signing protocol in
93 CRYPTO 2017. However, the use of zero-knowledge in the
94 security proof may mean that it is not practical/viable for
95 deployment in a mobile environment.
96 In this paper,wepropose a two-party distributed signature
97 protocol for the IEEE P1363 standard. Specifically, in our pro-
98 posed protocol, the two parties communicate with each other
99 and one of themoutputs a signaturewithout revealing the pri-

100 vate key. We also implement the proposed protocol on two
101 mobile devices and a personal computer for evaluation. The
102 main contributions of ourwork are summarized as follows:

103 1) We propose a fast and secure two-party distributed
104 signing protocol for the identity-based signature
105 scheme in IEEE P1363. The two parties in the proto-
106 col can generate a valid signature without recovering
107 the private key.
108 2) We analyze the security of our proposed protocol. The
109 analysis shows that ourprotocol can satisfy the security

110requirements when implemented on two devices. Our
111scheme is secure if computing the DL problem, CDH
112problemand k-CAAproblemare infeasible.
1133) We implement our protocol on two Android devices
114and a personal computer (PC). The experimental
115results show that our protocol is efficient and practi-
116cal in real-world applications.
117In Sections 2 and 3, we review related literature on thresh-
118old secret sharing protocol and background materials (i.e.,
119bilinear pairings, IEEE standard for identity-based signature
120protocol, and the underpinning mathematical assumptions),
121respectively. In Section 4, we present our two-party distrib-
122uted signing protocol. We then analyzing its security in
123Section 5, and its performance in Section 6. Finally, we con-
124clude this paper in the last section.

1252 RELATED WORK

126Shamir [25] and Blakley [26] independently introduced the
127concept of threshold secret sharing to protect the security of
128(private) keys, and designed the first two such protocols.
129However, cheaters can attempt to beat the system by present-
130ing fake shares, resulting in honest shareholders obtaining a
131fake secret. Shamir’s protocol is not capable of detecting such
132a malicious user in the process of secret reconstruction. Thus,
133Harn and Lin [28] extended Shamir’s protocol to detect and
134identify cheater utilizing redundant shares. In their approach,
135it is assumed that there are more than t participants in the
136secret reconstruction.
137In a follow-up work, Tian et al. [29] presented a fair ðt; nÞ
138threshold secret sharing protocol using the cheater detection
139proposed by Harn and Lin [28]. In their approach, the authors
140studied the fairness of secret reconstruction and demonstrated
141that their protocol achieves security and fairness against three
142attacks. Two of the three attacks are relevant to synchronous
143network, and one attack is relevant to asynchronous network.
144However, Harn [30] pointed out that the protocol of Tian et al.
145[29] can only be deployed in a synchronous network, contrary
146to the authors’ claim. Harn also pointed out that Tian et al.’s
147protocol is vulnerable to impersonation attacks performed by
148an external adversary, since this adversary can send a forged
149valid share to other users after t shares are released.
150Tompa and Woll [31] designed a protocol in which the
151secret message is hidden in the same false secret sequence.
152The cheaters have an advantage over a honest user in guess-
153ing the position of the real secret in sequence. Lee and Laih
154[32] proposed a V-fairness ðt; nÞ secret sharing protocol,
155where they defined the number of v (i.e., the number cheat-
156ers) to be less than half of t. Thus, all players have an equal
157chance of revealing the secret key when they release their
158shares simultaneously. Hwang and Chang [33] proposed an
159improved protocol, in which they used twice cheater detec-
160tion method to enforce each player having only two shares.
161However, the private key can be recovered during the sign-
162ing or encryption phase.

1633 PRELIMINARIES

164A summary of notations used in this paper is presented as
165follows.
166� Ui: User
167� P1; P2: two devices for Ui

Fig. 1. A typical mobile internet architecture.
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of168 � q: the order of group

169 � s: the master key of KGC
170 � G1; G2: additive cyclic groups of order q
171 � GT : multiplicative cyclic group of order q
172 � Q1; Q2: the generators of additive cyclic groups G1; G2

173 �DID: private key of user Ui

174 �D1
ID;D

2
ID: partial private key of two devices P1; P2

175 �H1; H2: hash function of f0; 1g� ! Z�n
176 � e: bilinear pairing of G1 �G2 ! GT

177 � g: eðQ1; Q2Þ
178 � gu: exponentiation
179 � ½x; y�: number set between x and y

180 3.1 Bilinear Pairing

181 Let G1 and G2 denote additive cyclic groups, GT denote a
182 multiplication cyclic group, and e : G1 �G2 ! GT denotes a
183 bilinearmap. SupposeQ1 andQ2 are the generators ofG1 and
184 G2, g is the element that Q1, and Q2 maps to GT . Thus, the
185 map e is a bilinear pairing on the condition that e satisfies the
186 following properties:

187 � Bilinear: Given any two elements a; b 2 Z�q , and 8X 2
188 G1; 8Y 2 G2, there is eða �X; b � Y Þ ¼ eðX;Y Þa�b.
189 � Non-degenerate: There exists at least one element X
190 satisfies the inequation eðX;XÞ 6¼ 1.
191 � Efficient Computability: Given any two elements 8X 2
192 G1; 8Y 2 G2, there exists at least one efficient algo-
193 rithm to compute eðX;Y Þ.

194 3.2 IEEE Standard for Identity-Based Signature

195 We briefly review the IEEE standard for identity-based sig-
196 nature scheme (BLMQ signature scheme) [34]. The steps of
197 signature generation are as follows:

198 1. Setup
199 Input: a security parameter k
200 Output: a public parameter set P
201 (a) Establishes the cyclic groups G1; G2; GT and a
202 bilinear map e : G1� G2 ! GT .
203 (b) Selects two random generators Q1 2 G1 and Q2 2
204 G2.
205 (c) Generates a random server secret s in Z�q , then cal-
206 culates Ppub ¼ s �Q2 and g ¼ eðQ1; Q2Þ.
207 (d) Makes the set P ¼ fPpub; g;Q1; Q2; G1; G2; G3; eg.
208 2. Extract
209 Input: a user’s identity ID, a public parameter set P

210and the server secret s
211Output: user’s private keyDID

212(a) Computes the identity element hID ¼ H1ðIDÞ in Z�q .
213(b) ComputesDID ¼ ðsþ hIDÞ�1Q1.
2143. Sign
215Input: a message m, a public parameter set P and
216user’s private keyDID.
217Output: a signature s.
218(a) Generates a random number r 2 Z�q , and com-
219putes u ¼ gr.
220(b) Computes h ¼ H2ðm;uÞ and S ¼ ðrþ hÞ �DID.
221(c) Outputs signature s ¼ ðh; SÞ.
2224. Verify
223Input: a signature s, a message m and user’s public
224key hID.
225Output: valid if the signature is accepted, otherwise
226output invalid.
227(a) Computes u ¼ eðS;hID�Q2þPpubÞ

gh
.

228(b) If h ¼ H2ðm;uÞ, then outputs valid, otherwise out-
229puts invalid.

2304 PROPOSED TWO-PARTY SIGNING PROTOCOL

231In this section, we describe the two-party signing protocol,
232which consists of the key generation phase and the distrib-
233uted signature generation phase.

2344.1 Key Generation Phase

235In the key generation phase (see Fig. 2), KGC generates the

236user’s private keys D1
ID andD2

ID. Then,KGC distributesD1
ID

237andD2
ID to be stored on two devicesP1 andP2, respectively.

2381. Ui sends a request (i.e., user ID ID) toKGC.
2392. Upon receiving the request, KGC computes t1 ¼ s þ
240H1ðIDÞ and t2 ¼ t�11 (mod q).
2413. KGC generates two random numbers d1 2 ½1; q � 1�,
242and computes d2 ¼ t2 � d1�1 (mod q).
2434. KGC computes the first partial private key D1

ID ¼
244d1 �Q1 and sendsD1

ID to P1.
2455. Then, KGC computes a partial private key g1 ¼ gd

�1
1

246and the second partial private key D2
ID ¼ ðd1; g1Þ.

247Finally,KGC sendsD2
ID to P2.

248Notice that, the user’s private keyDID ¼ d2D
1
ID.

2494.2 Distributed Signature Generation Phase

250In the distributed signature generation phase (see Fig. 3),
251the user inputs the message m to be signed and receives a
252legitimate signature s ¼ ðh; SÞ as the output.
2531. P1 ! P2: frequestg
254P1 sends a signature request to P2.
2552. P2 ! P1: fm1;m2g
256(a) Upon receiving the request from P1, P2 chooses
257two random numbers k1; k2 2 ½1; q � 1�.
258(b) P2 computes m1 ¼ g

k1
1 and m2 ¼ gk2 .

259(c) P2 sends fm1;m2g to P1.

2603. P1 ! P2: fh0g.
261(a) Upon receiving the message, P1 chooses two ran-
262dom numbers k3; k4 2 ½1; q � 1�.
263(b) P1 computes m ¼ m

k3
1 � m2 � gk4 , h ¼ H2ðm;mÞ and

264h0 ¼ hþ k4 (mod q).

Fig. 2. Key generation.
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265 (c) P1 sends fh0g to P2.
266 4. P2 ! P1: fs1; s2g
267 (a) Upon receiving the message, P2 computes s1 ¼ k1�
268 d2 (mod q) and s2 ¼ ðh0 þ k2Þ � d2 (mod q).

269 (b) P2 sends fs1; s2g to P1.
270 5. P1 outputs the signature
271 (a) P1 receives the message, and computes S ¼ s1k3Q1 þ
272 s2D

1
ID.

273 (b) P1 outputs the signature ðh; SÞ.

274 4.3 Correctness

275 It is easy for P1 to compute m ¼ gk1�k3�d
�1
1
þk2þk4 , and

S ¼ k3 � s1Q1 þ s2D
1
ID

¼ k1 � k3 � d2Q1 þ ðhþ k4 þ k2Þ � d2D1
ID

¼ k1 � k3 � d2 � d�11 DID þ ðhþ k4 þ k2ÞDID

¼ ðk1 � k3 � d�11 þ k2 þ k4 þ hÞDID:
277277

278 Therefore, the correctness of the proposed protocol for the
279 identity-based signature scheme in the IEEE P1363 standard
280 is demonstrated.

281 4.4 Verify

282 When a verifier receives the signature ðh; SÞ on a message
283 m, the following actions are undertaken.

284 (1) Computes m� ¼ eðS;H1ðIDÞQ2þPpubÞ
gh

.

285 (2) Computes h� ¼ H2ðm;m�Þ.
286 (3) If and only if h� ¼ h, outputs valid, otherwise out-
287 puts invalid.

288 5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

289 5.1 Mathematical Assumptions

290 We define the mathematical assumptions required in our
291 security proof.

292� Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: LetG be cyclic groups of
293prime order q. The DL problem in G is to compute a 2 Zq for
294any given P;Y ¼ aP 2 G. An probability polynomial time
295(P.P.T) algorithmA has advantage � in solvingDL inG if

Pr A P; Yð Þ ¼ a:a 2 Zq; Y ¼ aP
� �

5 �:
297297

298We say that DL problem in G is infeasible if all polynomial
299time (P.P.T) algorithms have a negligible advantage � in
300solving DL in G.
301� Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem: Let G be
302cyclic groups of prime order q. The CDH problem in G is,
303given P; aP; bP 2 G for randomly choose a; b 2 Zq, to com-
304pute abP 2 G . A P.P.T algorithm A has advantage � in solv-
305ing CDH in G if

Pr A P; aP ; bPð Þ ¼ abP :a; b 2 Zq

� �
5 �

307307

308We say that CDH problem in G is infeasible if all P.P.T
309algorithms have a negligible advantage � in solving co-CDH
310in G.
311� Collusion Attack Algorithm with k traitor (k-CAA) Problem:
312Let G be cyclic groups of prime order q. For an integer k, the
313number x; h1; h2; :::; hk 2 Zq and a generator P ofG. A k-CAA
314problem instance is: given P;Q ¼ xP 2 G, and k pairs

315ðh1; ðxþ h1Þ�1P Þ,. . ., ðhk; ðxþ hkÞ�1P Þ, finding a pair h; xþðð
316hÞ�1P Þ for some h =2 h1; h2; ::::; hk. A P.P.T algorithm A has

317advantage � in solving k-CAAproblem inG if

Pr

�
A P;xP; h1; xþ h1ð Þ�1P

� �
; . . . ; hk; xþ hkð Þ�1P

� �� �

¼ h; xþ hð Þ�1P
� �

: x 2 Z�q ; h =2 h1; h2; ::::; hk

�
5 �:

319319

320We say that k-CAA problem in G is infeasible if any polyno-

321mial time algorithm have a negligible advantage � in solve

322k-CAA problem in G.

Fig. 3. Distributed signature generation.
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323 5.2 System Model

324 Definition 1. LetA be a P.P.TQ1 adversary, and p be a digital signa-
325 ture protocol p ¼ fGen;Sign; Verifyg. We define SignA;pð1nÞ as
326 follows.

327 1. ðpk; skÞ  Genð1nÞ. A runs the Genð1nÞ algorithm,
328 and outputs a random key pair ðpk; skÞ.
329 2. ðm�; s�Þ  ASignskð�Þ. A runs the Signð�Þ algorithm,
330 and outputs ðm�; s�Þ.
331 3. The set of allm thatA queries to its oracle isM. When
332 m� =2 M and Verifypkðm�; s�Þ ¼ 1, the experiment
333 outputs 1.

334 Definition 2 (Existentially Unforgeable under Choose
335 Message Attacks. For any P.P.T adversary ). A, if there
336 exists a negligible function m for every n that satisfies
337 Pr½SignA;pð1nÞ ¼ 1� � mðnÞ, then the signature protocol p is
338 existentially unforgeable under the chosen message attack.

339 Definition 3. LetA be a P.P.T adversary, and p be a digital signa-
340 ture protocol p ¼ fGen;Sign; Verifyg. We define DistSignb

A;Pð1nÞ;
341 b 2 f1; 2g as follows.
342 1. ðpk; skÞ  AP3�bð1nÞ.
343 2. ðm�; s�Þ  APbð�;�Þ.
344 3. The set of all inputs m 2 ðsid;mÞ that A queries to its
345 oracle isM, and the identifier sid should not be previ-
346 ously queried. When m� =2 M, Verifypkðm�; s�Þ ¼ 1
347 and Verify are as specified in p, the experiment out-
348 puts 1.

349 Definition 4 (Secure Two-Party Distributed Signature
350 Scheme). For any P.P.T adversary A and every b 2 f1; 2g, if
351 there exists a negligible function m for every n that satisfies
352 Pr½DistSignb

A;Pð1nÞ ¼ 1� � mðnÞ, then P is a secure two-
353 party protocol for distributes signature generation for p.

354 Definition 5 (Blindness). Given two signature records and a
355 signature pair, for any P.P.T adversaryA,A is not able to spec-
356 ify which signature record belongs to the signature pair, then P
357 is not blind.

358 In the above definitions, we should first run the distrib-
359 uted key generation phase and only once, before running
360 the distributed signature phase. A honest device P3�b oper-
361 ates the protocol P and makes the stateful oracle Pbð�; �Þ. In
362 the two-party signature generation phase DistSignb

A;P, A
363 can control the device Pb; b 2 f1; 2g, choose the messages to
364 be signed, and interact with multiple instances to generate a
365 forged signature concurrently.
366 A can win the game if the message m� for the forged sig-
367 nature is not queried. The oracle has two inputs: a session
368 identifier and an input, and it works as follows:

369 1. On receiving a query ðsid;mÞ, if the distributed key
370 generation phase has not completed, then oracle
371 returns ?.
372 2. In the event that a query ðsid;mÞ is received when the
373 distributed key generation phase has commenced, if
374 sid is the first to be queried, then the device P3�b oper-
375 ates the protocol P with session identifier sid and the
376 input message m which is to be signed. What the
377 device P3�b first sends in the sign phase is the oracle
378 replay.

3793. On receiving a query ðsid;mÞ when the distributed
380key generation phase has computed and identifier
381sid has been queried, the oracle sends the messagem
382to the device P3�b and returns the next message out-
383put from P3�b.

3845.3 Security Proof

385We prove the protocol P is a secure two-party distributed
386signature protocol and existentially unforgeable under cho-
387sen message attacks, and the protocol is also blind, in this
388section.

389Theorem 1. Suppose that IEEE standard for identity-based
390(BLMQ) signature scheme is existentially unforgeable under
391choose message attacks, then our protocol is a secure two-party
392distributed signature and existentially unforgeable under
393choose message attacks.

394Proof. If an adversary A can break the protocol with the
395probability �, then it can break the protocol with probabil-
396ity �þ mðnÞ, where m is a negligible function. In this
397proof, we separately prove the security of a corrupted P1

398and a corrupted P2. For anyAwho can attack the protocol
399and forge a signature in DistSignb

A;Pð1nÞ, we select
400another adversary S who can forge a BLMQ signature in
401SignS;pð1nÞ with a negligibly close probability. Then, for
402every P.P.T adversary A and b 2 f1; 2g, there exists a neg-
403ligible function m for every n and an adversary S, that sat-
404isfies,

jPr½SignS;pð1nÞ ¼ 1� � Pr½DistSignb
A;Pð1nÞ ¼ 1�j � mðnÞ

406406

407tu
408According to Definition 2, there exists a negligible function
409m0 for every n that satisfies Pr½SignA;pð1nÞ ¼ 1� � m0ðnÞ.
410Combining this with the above equation, we obtain
411Pr½DistSignb

S;Pð1nÞ ¼ 1� � mðnÞ þ m0ðnÞ. Thus, we prove the
412equation from two aspects: b ¼ 1 and b ¼ 2.

413Proof of b = 1. The adversary corrupts device P1. Assume
414A can forge a signature in DistSignb

A;Pð1nÞ and S can
415forge a BLMQ signature in SignS;pð1nÞ. Thus, A can use
416the response of S.
4171. S receives ð1n;H1ðIDÞÞ, in which H1ðIDÞ is user’s
418public key.
4192. S invokes A and simulates the instructions of A in
420DistSign with the input of ð1nÞ and the output as
421described in the following:
422(a) If the distributed key generation phase has not
423completed, then S replies ? to all queries
424ðsid;mÞ.
425(b) On receiving a query ðsid;mÞ, if sid is the first
426to be queried, S queries the signature in
427DistSign and receives ðh; SÞ, and S can com-
428pute m in then BLMQ signature scheme, then A
429queries S with identifier sid as below.
430Case 1:
431i. The first message m1 in ðsid;m1Þ as
432ðprove; 1; ðm1;m2Þ; ðk1; k2ÞÞ that S sends to
433F zk, if m1 ¼ g

k1
1 ¼ gk1d

�1
1 and m2 ¼ gk2 ,

434then A computes fm; h0g, and replies the
435message ðprove; 2;m; k3Þ to S.
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436 ii. On receiving the message, if the proof is
437 valid, then S sets s1 ¼ k�13 � S and replies
438 the message ðprove; 3; s1; k�13 Þ to A.
439 Case 2:
440 i. A does not execute the instructions of P1

441 and set m ¼ gx and h ¼ H2ðm;mÞ. Then,
442 A sends the message ðprove; 1;m; xÞ to S.
443 ii. On receiving the message, if the proof is
444 valid, then S generates random ðs1; s2Þ
445 and sends them to A.
446 3. A computes s� and outputs a signature ðm�; s�Þ, then
447 S terminals the simulation and outputs ðm�; s�Þ. tu
448 The view ofA in the simulation of key generation phase is
449 different from the real execution of protocol P. The way a
450 honestP1 generatesm in the realP is that:P1 uses themessage
451 from P2 to generate m, whereasA computes m gx, in which
452 x is a random number. We consider that S behaves as P2

453 completely in all messages. Since fx; k1; k2; k3; k4g are all cho-
454 sen randomly, we determine that there is no distinction
455 betweenm ¼ gx andm ¼ m

k3
1 m2g

k4 .
456 In Case 1 of the distributed signing phase, the simulator P2

457 generates s1 and s2 using the random numbers fk1; k2g and
458 its own private key d2. The output of A is computationally
459 indistinguishable to the real output signature in a real proto-
460 col. In other words, A outputs a valid signature pair ðm�; s�Þ
461 with the same probability in the simulation and in real
462 DistSign. The signatures can be distinguished by verifying
463 whether they match with the public key. When A receives
464 messages from P2, it computes the signature S�. We arrive at
465 the following equation:

S� ¼ k3 � k�13 � S ¼ ðk3k�1d�11 þ k2 þ k4 þ hÞ �DID

¼ ðk3k�1d�11 þ k2 þ k4 þ hÞ � d1d2 �Q1:467467

468

469 IfA knows the valid signature, thenA can compute d2 with
470 a non-negligible probability �. That meansA can solve the DL
471 problemwith a non-negligible probability �. According to the
472 DL problem, Pr½d2jðk3k�1d�11 þ k2 þ k4 þ hÞ � d1d2 �Q1� � mðnÞ,
473 which contradicts

� � Pr½d2jðk3k�1d�11 þ k2 þ k4 þ hÞ � d1d2 �Q1� � mðnÞ:475475

476

477 Thus,A cannot obtain the private key of P2 even when P1

478 corrupted and knows the correct signature.
479 In Case 2 of the distributed signing phase, since the simu-
480 lator’s private key d2 and KGC’s secret key s are unknown
481 to A, A selects a random number d�2 to construct signature
482 S� ¼ ðxþ hÞ � d1 � d�2 �Q1. There exists:

m� ¼ eðS�; H1ðIDÞQ2 þ PpubÞ
gh

¼ eðS�; H1ðIDÞQ2 þ sQ2Þ
gh

¼ eðS�; ðH1ðIDÞ þ sÞQ2Þ
gh

¼ eððxþ hÞd1d�2Q1; ðH1ðIDÞ þ sÞQ2Þ
gh

¼ gðxþhÞd1d
�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ

gh
¼ gxd1d

�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ

m�

m
¼ gxd1d

�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ

gx
¼ gd1d

�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ:484484

485

486A obtains gd1d
�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ and outputs d�2 as the answer to

487the CDH problem. Suppose that A can select the right d�2 to
488make the above equations hold in a non-negligible probabil-
489ity �. That means A can solve the CDH problem in a non-
490negligible probability �. According to the CDH problem,

491Pr½d�2jgd1d
�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ� � mðnÞ, This contrads

� � Pr½d�2jgd1d
�
2
�ðH1ðIDÞþsÞ� � mðnÞ: 493493

494

495Thus, the signature cannot be verified based on the
496unknown d2 and s.

497Proof of b = 2. The adversary corrupts deviceP2, andwe fol-
498low the same steps as the case of b ¼ 1. Unlikewith b ¼ 1, in
499this case, the signature is computed by S and replied to A.
500In other words, A can forge a signature inDistSignb

A;Pð1nÞ
501and S can forge a BLMQ signature in SignS;pð1nÞ. Thus, the
502adversary A cannot forge a legitimate signature under the

503circumstances that S private key is not known toA. tu
504This simulation is similar to the abovewith a difference that
505the last message P2 to P1 composes of random numbers. P1

506cannot determine whether the random numbers used in mes-
507sages from P2 is consistent. In this simulation, S computes the
508signature pair and replies them to A. If A can forge a legiti-
509mate signature s�, then A can carry out the attack without
510knowing the private key of P1. We solve this problem by get-
511ting S to abort the simulation at some random points. S choo-
512ses a random number i 2 f1; :::; pðnÞ þ 1g, in which pðnÞ
513means the number of queries. If S chooses correctly, then the
514simulation is successful.

5151. S receives ðin;H1ðIDÞÞ, in which H1ðIDÞ is user’s
516public key.
5172. Let pð�Þ denotes the number of queries that A exe-
518cutes protocol P. Thus, S can choose a random num-
519ber i 2 f1; :::; pð�Þ þ 1g.
5203. S invokes A and simulates the instructions of A in
521DistSign with the input of ð1nÞ. The output is
522described in the following:
523(a) If the distributed key generation phase has not
524completed, thenS replies? to all queries ðsid;mÞ.
525(b) On receiving a query ðsid;mÞ, if sid is the first que-
526ried, then S computes and sends the correspond-
527ing reply ðproof; sidÞ toA.
528(c) After S queries the signature in DistSign and
529returns ðh; SÞ, S can compute the m in BLMQ sig-
530nature scheme. Then, A queries S with identifier
531sid as below:
532i A sends the first message m1 ¼ ðprove; 1;
533ðm1;m2Þ; ðk1; k2ÞÞ in ðsid;m1Þ. If m1 ¼ g

k1
1 ¼

534gk1d
�1
1 andm2 ¼ gk2 , then S sets m ¼ gk1d

�1
1

k3þk2

535and h ¼ H2ðm;mÞ, and replies the message
536ðproof; 2; hÞ to A. Otherwise, S terminates
537the simulation.
538ii The second message m2 in ðsid;m2Þ is
539denoted as ðprove; 3; ðs1; s2Þ; d2Þ. If this is
540the i� th query of A to P, then S termi-
541nates the simulation and returns ?. Other-
542wise, it continues.
5434. WheneverA stops the query and outputs the ðm�; s�Þ,
544S terminates the simulation and outputs ðm�; s�Þ.
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545 A can obtain pðnÞ correct signatures since i 2 f1; . . . ;
546 pðnÞ þ 1g. Thus, we have the following equation:

m� ¼ eðS�;H1ðIDÞQ2 þ PpubÞ
gh

¼ eðS�; ðH1ðIDÞ þ sÞQ2Þ
gh

¼ eððk1k3d�11 þ k2 þ hÞd1d2Q1; ðH1ðIDÞ þ sÞQ2Þ
gh

¼ gðk1k3d
�1
1
þk2þhÞ

gh
¼ gk1k3d

�1
1
þk2 :548548

549

550 In this simulation,A keeps its own randomnumber invari-
551 ant during all queries, and S generates different randomly in
552 every query. Thus, for pðnÞ correct signatures,A computes gk2

553 at the beginning of protocolP, and there exists:

m�1 ¼ gk1k
1
3
d�1
1
þk2

m�2 ¼ gk1k
2
3
d�1
1
þk2

:

m�n ¼ gk1k
n
3
d�1
1
þk2 :

555555

556

557 A obtains gk1k
i
3
d�1
1
þk2 ; i 2 f1; :::; pðnÞ þ 1g and outputs k3d

�1
1

558 as the answer to k-CAA problem. Suppose that A can com-
559 pute k3d

�1
1 tomake the above equations hold in a non-negligi-

560 ble probability �. That meansA can solve the k-CAA problem
561 in a non-negligible probability �. According to the Collusion

562 Attack Algorithm with k Traitor, Pr½k1k3d�11 jgk1k
i
3
d�1
1
þk2 � �

563 mðnÞ. This contradicts
� � Pr½k1k3d�11 jgk1k

i
3
d�1
1
þk2 � � mðnÞ:565565

566

567 Thus, A cannot know any information about P1 in the
568 event that P2 is corrupted.

569 Theorem 2. Suppose a P.P.T adversary A is able to specify
570 which signature record belongs to the signature pair in a negli-
571 gible function m for every n, then we can say our protocol is
572 blind.

573 Proof. Suppose A can distinguish the signature records
574 with the probability �. In this proof, we separately prove
575 the blindness of device P2 and an external adversary.
576 For device P2. For every signature pair ðm; sÞ gener-
577 ated by device P1, the signature record for P2 includes
578 fm1;m2; h

0; s1; s2; k1; k2; d2g. Given two signature records

579fm01;m02; h00; s01; s02; k01; k02; d2g and fm1
00;m002; h

000; s001 ; s
00
2 ; k
00
1; k
00
2; d2g,

580and a signature pair ðm;h; SÞ. From the signature pair
581ðm;h; SÞ, P2 can compute:

m ¼ eðS;H1ðIDÞQ2 þ PpubÞ
gh

¼ gk1k
1
3
d�1
1
þk2þk4 : 583583

584

585P2 can compute k4 on the basis of h0 ¼ hþ k4. If P2 can

586specify which of fk01; k02g and fk001 ; k002g belongs to m, that

587means, P2 can solve DL problem in a non-negligible

probability �. According to Discrete Logarithm Problem,

588Pr½k3; d1jgk1k13d�11 þk2 � � mðnÞ, it’s contradictory

� � Pr½k3; d1jgk1k13d�11
þk2 � � mðnÞ:

590590

591

592P2 cannot specify which record belongs to the signa-
593ture pair.
594For external adversary. For every signature pair ðm; sÞ
595generated by device P1, the signature record for an exter-

596nal adversary includes fm1;m2; h
0; s1; s2g. Given two sig-

597nature records fm01;m02; h00; s01; s02g and fm001 ;m002 ; h000; s001 ; s002g,
and a signature pair ðm;h; SÞ. From the signature pair

ðm;h; SÞ, the adversary can compute:

m ¼ eðS;H1ðIDÞQ2 þ PpubÞ
gh

¼ gk1k
1
3
d�1
1
þk2þk4 :

598The adversary can compute k4 on the basis of h0 ¼
599hþ k4. For fm01;m02g, the adversary cannot compute k01 and
600k02 without solving the DL problem in a non-negligible
601probability �. Thus, the adversary cannot specify which
602record belongs to the signature pair. tu

6036 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

604We implemented our protocol using the MIRACL library
605[35] on two Android devices (i.e., Samsung Galaxy S5 with
606a Quad-core 2.45 G processor, 2G bytes memory and the
607Google Android 4.4.2 operating system and Google Nexus 6
608with a Quad-core, 2.7 GHz processor, 3G bytes memory and
609the Google Android 7.1.2 operating system) and a PC (Dell
610with an i7-6700 3.40 GHz processor, 8G bytes memory and
611the window 10 operating system). In the evaluation, the PC
612is the KGC which generates partial private keys for both
613devices. The two devices interact with each other via blue-
614tooth, as shown in Fig. 4.
615The security levels of the different curves are presented
616in Table 1, and we know that:

6171. The security of MNT k ¼ 6 curve corresponds to 80
618bits cipher length of AES.
6192. The security of BN k ¼ 12 curve corresponds to 128
620bits cipher length of AES.
6213. The security of KSS k ¼ 18 curve corresponds to 192
622bits cipher length of AES.
6234. The security of BLS k ¼ 24 curve corresponds to 256
624bits cipher length of AES.
625The implementation consists of three parts, namely:
626setup, extract, signature and verify. The protocol P

Fig. 4. Model of key generation.
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627 generates a public parameter set P and the user’s private
628 key in the setup phase and the extract phase, respectively.
629 P1 verifies the validity of the signature after the signature
630 phase. The runtime of each part is shown in Table 2 and
631 Fig. 5.
632 We analyze the computation cost of the signature phase,
633 whose runtime is displayed in Table 3 and Fig. 6. In the sig-
634 nature phase, step1 refers to the execution of instructions by
635 P2 after receiving a request from P1, step2 refers to the exe-
636 cution of instructions by P1 before sending messages to P2,
637 step3 refers to the execution of instructions by P2, and step4
638 refers to the execution of instructions by P1 after receiving
639 messages from P2.
640 According to the above evaluation, we analyze the com-
641 munication cost of BN curve, therefore the length of ele-
642 ments in Zq is 256 bits. In the key generation phase of our
643 protocol, the length of the message that the KGC sends to P1

644 is 512 bits, the length of the message that the KGC sends to
645 P2 is 512 bits. In the distributed signature generation phase,
646 the length of P2’s first message and second message are
647 1024 bits and 512 bits respectively. The length of P1’s mes-
648 sage is 256 bits. Thus, one can observe that our protocol is
649 efficient and practical for real-world deployment.

6507 CONCLUSION

651In this paper, we proposed a novel, secure and efficient two-
652party distributed signature protocol, which builds on the
653identity-based signature scheme in the IEEE P1363 stan-
654dard. Specifically, a valid signature can be generated with-
655out requiring the entire private key to be reconstructed, and
656the key cannot be generated from one (lost or stolen) device.
657This can be extremely attractive to mobile device users, as
658more users own more than one mobile device. In other
659words, a misplaced or stolen device will not result in the
660complete compromise of the user’s data. We also proved
661the security of the protocol, and evaluated its performance
662on two Android devices.
663Future work includes designing an app based on the pro-
664posed protocol, and recruiting participants to install the app
665for more extensive evaluation. Another potential research
666direction is to implement the app on a broader range of
667mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) devices (e.g., wearable
668devices such as smart uniforms and smart weapons) for fur-
669ther evaluation.
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TABLE 2
Distributed Key Generation and Verification

Process
Type Setup Distributed Verify

MNT k = 6 149.16 21.55 130.65
BN k = 12 137.28 59.46 214.87
KSS k = 18 2075.37 666.18 2385.73
BLS k = 24 19337.18 17052.52 34181.8

Fig. 5. Runtime of the basic operation.

TABLE 3
Running Times of Signature Phase

Process
Type Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4

MNT k = 6 35.84 2.3 0.82 6.18
BN k = 12 103.79 16.3 1.11 9.38
KSS k = 18 1267.29 554.96 5.19 29.65
BLS k = 24 33776.69 25916.68 36.46 93.43

Fig. 6. Runtime of distributed signing.

TABLE 1
Security Level

Type
Symmetric cipher
key length (AES)

MNT k = 6 80
BN k = 126 128
KSS k = 18 192
BLS k = 24 256
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820 Queries to the Author

821 Q1. We have renumber all Definition. Please check for correctness.
822 Q2. Please provide complete bibliography details for reference [17].


